Climate change, fisheries, and “fish wars”
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Specialist fishers in a changing world
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Summer flounder: allocation of landings
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Challenges from crossing boundaries
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International: Mackerel wars
“A large proportion of the militarized disputes between democracies in the post-WWII period involve fisheries...”

Mitchell & Prins 1999 International Studies Quarterly
Underprepared for fisheries on the move across political boundaries
How much of a problem?
Species distribution models
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Exclusive economic zones
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Less potential conflict with lower emissions
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What solutions exist?
Cooperate to build shared knowledge

http://oceanadapt.rutgers.edu
Shared oversight and joint limits

Catch

Fishing

Overfishing
Mechanisms for reciprocity

Side payments
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Mechanisms for reciprocity

Tradeable permits and updated allocations

Parties to the Nauru Agreement
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Summary

• Underprepared for fisheries on the move across political boundaries
• Fisheries are set to move across 70+ new national boundaries
• We have examples and governance tools to avoid the loss of fish, food, and employment
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